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Three-Dimensional Viscous Confinement and Cooling of Atoms
by Resonance Radiation Pressure
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(Received 25 April 1985)

We report the viscous confinement and cooling of neutral sodium atoms in three dimensions via
the radiation pressure of counterpropagating laser beams. These atoms have a density of about—10 cm and a temperature of —240 p, K corresponding to a rms velocity of —60 cm/sec. This
temperature is approximately the quantum limit for this atomic transition. The decay time for half
the atoms to escape a —0.2-cm confinement volume is —0.1 sec.

PACS numbers: 32.80.Pj

The deflection of atoms by light resonant with an
atomic transition was observed as early as 1933 by
Frisch. ' Much later Ashkin2 pointed out that laser
light can exert a substantial scattering force on an
atom. He raised the possibility that this force could be
used to trap atoms, and subsequently there have been
numerous proposals to cool and ultimately trap neutral
atoms. 3 Various experiments have been proposed that
would utilize trapped atoms; these generally require
long observation times and/or low atomic velocities.
We report the demonstration of a confinement scheme
based on the damping of atomic velocities. This
scheme is not a trap, but can confine atoms in a small
region in space for times on the order of 0.1 sec, and
cool them to —240 p, K, the quantum limit for our ex-
perimental conditions. For comparison, we note that
two-dimensional radiative cooling has reduced the
temperatures transverse to the motion of an atomic
beam from 40 to 3.5 mK, 4 and atomic beams stopped
by light have resulted in three-dimensional tempera-
tures of 50—100 mK. 5 Laser cooling of electromagnet-
ically trapped ions has resulted in ion temperatures
between 5 and 100 mK. 6

The basic physics of the viscous damping scheme is
briefly outlined. Consider an atom irradiated by a laser
beam tuned near a resonance line. For each photon
absorbed, an atom receives a net change of momen-
tum b,p= h/X, where X is the wavelength. Since the
subsequent reemission of the photon has no preferred
direction, an average of many scattering events gives a
net scattering force along the direction of the light. 2

Hansch and Schawlow7 noted that if counterpropagat-
ing beams were tuned to the low-frequency side of the
absorption line, there would always be a net force op-
posing the velocity of an atom. For example, an atom
moving with velocity + v„will blue shift into reso-
nance with a laser beam propagating towards —x and
red shift out of resonance with the laser beam prop-
agating towards +x. Thus, the atom is more likely to
absorb photons going towards —x. With the use of six
beams along + x, + y, and + z and an averaging over
many absorptions, the net effect is a viscous damping

force F= —nv opposite the velocity of the atom. The
cooling rate is v F= —o;v2. The expression for the
damping force which includes standing waves and sat-
uration has been previously derived. 8

In addition to the average force, statistical fluctua-
tions must be considered. 9 These fluctuations lead to
heating. For a simple picture of the fluctuations, con-
sider the momentum impulses on an atom due to the
absorption and emission of photons. In the absence of
damping, the atoms will execute a random walk in
velocity, and although (v) = 0, (v2) will increase
linearly with the total number scattered photons. In-
creasing (v2) corresponds to heating, as first observed
by Bjorkholm et al. '0 If we equate the heating and
cooling terms, the steady-state kinetic temperature is
obtained. In the absence of stimulated processes, the
minimum kinetic energy for a two-level atom is given
by kT= —,

' hy, where y is the width (FWHM) of the
absorption line. If one includes stimulated processes,
the minimum temperature is increased by a factor of
2.8 For sodium, y = 10 MHZ and Tm;„=240 p, K.

An estimate of the confinement time can be ob-
tained by the observation that the motion of atoms in a
viscous fluid of photons ("optical molasses" ) is analo-
gous to diffusion in classical Brownian motion. The
diffusion constant D is given by the Einstein relation
D = kT/n, and for an infinite medium, D = (x )/2t,
where (x2) is the mean square displacement after time
t However, .an analysis based on an infinite medium
overestimates the storage time. A more appropriate
model is a viscous fluid surrounded by a spherical
boundary (defined by the extent of the laser beams)
such that the atoms that reach the boundary escape. If
we assume an initial uniform concentration of atoms
np, the average concentration n has been shown" to
vary as

6 1 D~2+2g/g 2
/1 =np
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The spherical-boundary modification of the random-
walk analysis reduces the storage time for our experi-
mental conditions by a factor of 3.1.
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The experimental apparatus is schematically shown
in Fig. 1. We use a pulsed atomic beam source in or-
der to simplify diagnostics. The beam of sodium
atoms is produced by irradiation of a pellet of sodium
metal with a —10-nsec pulse from a frequency-
doubled Nd-YA1G laser ( —30-mJ pulse focused to—5x10 2 cm2). A hot plasma is formed which pro-
duces sodium ions, suprathermal atoms with average
energy of —3.5 eV, and a small fraction of thermal
atoms at —1000 K. The source of atoms is apertured
to produce a directed 0.6-cm-diam atomic beam at the
confinement region shown in Fig. 1.

Since our "optical molasses" can only capture atoms
moving with velocities & 3x 103 cm/sec, we slow
some of the atoms in the atomic beam by using a
counterpropagating laser beam. Following Ertmer
et al. ,

5 we use an electro-optic modulator to generate a
frequency-shifted sideband which can be swept in fre-
quency to stay in resonance with the changing Doppler
shift of the atomic resonance frequency as the atoms
slow down. The laser intensity used to slow (precool)
the atoms is —120 mW/cm2. Atoms with initial velo-
cities of —2x 104 cm/sec and less are slowed down in
less than 5 cm to velocities —2x 103 cm/sec. After
slowing for 0.5 msec, the precooling beam is shut off
by an acoustic-optic modulator, and the atoms then
drift into the region defined by the six intersecting
laser beams where they are cooled and viscously con-
fined. The precooling laser beam and the confining
beams are obtained from the combined beams of two
cw actively stabilized, ring dye lasers. The lasers are
operated at frequencies differing by —1.7 GHz to
prevent optical pumping of the sodium ground state.

The power of each confining beam is between 4 and 2Q

mW, and the beam radius is wo= Q. 36 cm. Despite the
fact that the vast majority of atoms are not slowed
down, the pulsed beam is sufficiently intense that con-
finement densities on the order of 106 atoms/cm3 are
obtained. At these densities, the cloud of confined
atoms is clearly visible by eye.

An averaged fluorescence signal (sixteen pulses) as
a function of time is shown in Fig. 2. Pulse-to-pulse
amplitude fluctuations are —30%. The initial abrupt
spike is due to fast atoms passing rapidly through the
interaction region. The baseline is the scattered light
level obtained by blockage of the precooling beam. If
any of the confining dimensions is blocked, a fluores-
cence pulse & 1 msec long is seen as a result of the
passage of the slowed atoms through the interaction
region. In addition, the laser frequencies must be
tuned to the low-frequency side of the absorption lines
and be critically tuned with respect to each other. In
Fig. 2, we plot the number of atoms remaining in the
observation region as a function of Dt/R2, where D is

the diffusion constant, t is the time, and A is an effec-
tive radius to the spherical boundary. We extract a
value for D by scaling the horizontal axis of the experi-
mental data to rnatch to the theoretical decay given by
Eq. (1). If we take 8 = 0.4 cm (where the intensity of
the laser beam is = 0.1 of the peak intensity), the de-
cay curves give us an effective diffusion constant, D,«.
Using a computed value of n =a,„=5.8x 10
g/sec, ) we obtain an upper limit on the temperature of
T,„=D,r~,„/k= 1.9 mK. The actual temperature
is expected to be lower since we have ignored drift
velocities due to beam intensity imbalance, intensity
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FIG. 1. Schematic of the vacuum chamber and intersecting laser beams and atomic beam. The vertical confining beam is in-
dicated by the dashed circle. The "puffing" beam is from the pulsed YA1G laser.
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FIG. 2. Fluorescence signal as a function of time is shown
in the inset. The baseline shows the scattered light level.
The confinement region is loaded every O. 1 sec, governed by
the repetition rate of the YA16 laser. The fraction of atoms
remaining in the observation region is plotted as a function
of Dt/R2. The solid line is the theoretical calculation based
on the modified random walk.

hot spots, and beam misalignment, all of which in-
crease Deff but do not substantially increase the tem-
perature of the atoms. For example, if the counterpro-
pagating beams are imbalanced by 2%, the drift veloci-
ty is ud„f,=3 cm/sec, and the storage time will be
R/vdr, ft 0.13 sec.

A direct measurement of the temperature of the
cooled atoms is obtained by a time-of-flight technique.
After a 15-msec cooling and confinement time, all six
beams are turned off in —0.1 msec and left off for a
variable time. During that time, the atoms will leave
the observation region ballistically with their instan-
taneous velocities. We show in the inset of Fig. 3 an
example time-of-flight measurement for a 9.1-msec
light-off time. Given an initial uniform spherical dis-
tribution of atoms with a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribu-
tion of velocities, we calculate the fraction of atoms
remaining in the observation region as a function of
the light-off time. To fit the data with calculated decay
curve, we introduce a 1.4-msec time shift in the
theoretical curve to account for the fact that the actual
atomic distribution will be depleted near the edge of
the sphere by Brownian diffusion to the escape bound-
ary. " The measured fraction of atoms remaining and
the theoretical curve are plotted in Fig. 3. Additional
uncertainty in the temperature measurement arises
from the fact that our Gaussian-type beam profiles
must be convoluted with saturation effects and the ac-
ceptance volume of our phototube. Note that the tem-
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FIG. 3. Inset shows the effect of blocking the confining
laser beams 15 msec after the YA1G laser fires. The hor-
izontal trace is the scattered light level. The fraction of
atoms remaining is plotted as a function of the time-off
period. The solid line is the theoretical curve.

perature depends on R,ff, where R,ff is an effective
observation radius. Using a fairly conservative value
of R,«= 0.4 cm, we obtain T = 240+ 26ooo pK.

In summary, we have confined sodium atoms in a
—0.2-cm3 volume for times on the order of 0.1 sec
and cooled them to temperatures approaching the
quantum limit. These kinetic temperatures are signifi-
cantly lower than the electromagnetically trapped ions6
or stopped atomss previously reported. The low velo-
cities and long confinement times that we have
achieved can increase the observation and/or coher-
ence time for atoms, opening up new possibilities in
areas such as collisions, quantum statistics, and pre-
cision spectroscopy. In addition, the low temperatures
make possible the efficient loading of atom traps.
Such traps will help in reaching higher densities and
possibly temperatures as low as 10 6 K.3 At these
temperatures, the de Broglie wavelength of the atoms
is on the order of 1 p, m. Even modest densities of
these ultracold atoms (which can be either fermions or
bosons) should reveal interesting physics.

We acknowledge helpful discussions with J. P. Gor-
don and assistance from L. Buhl in the preparation of
the LiTa03 crystal used in the electro-optic modulator.
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